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Domestic  energy  demand  is  a topical  policy  issue,  with  implications  for climate  change,  energy  vulnera-
bility  and  security.  Domestic  energy  demand  varies  considerably  by  country,  climate,  building  type, and
even  when  these  factors  are  the  same,  occupancy  patterns  and  inhabitant’s  lifestyles  also  create  variation.
However,  clarifying  understanding  of  the  basic  locus  of analysis:  the  home,  house,  dwelling,  or house-
hold  has received  little  attention  to date,  despite  its relevance  to debates  on energy  demand.  This  paper
explores  the theoretical  and methodological  assumptions  of  investigating  the  ‘house’  compared  to  the
‘home’  and  the  implications  for domestic  energy  researchers.  We  suggest  that  the ontological  priorityomestic energy research
ouse
ome
ustainability
given  to the  ‘home’  results  in scholarship  which  considers  both  social  and  physical  aspects  that  shape
demand.  Conversely,  research  prioritising  the  ‘house’  is  dominated  by  techno-economic  thinking,  and
overlooks  critical  social  considerations.  Recognising  this  important  distinction,  we  conclude  with  a plea
for  scholars  to be cognisant  of  ontology  and  language,  and provide  some  suggestions  for  a future  research
agenda.
© 2014  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY  license
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t. Introduction
The housing sector is an important area in energy research,
ccounting for up to 45% of a nation’s energy consumption [1].
omestic energy demand varies considerably by country, climate,
uilding type, and even when these factors are identical, occupancy
atterns and inhabitant’s lifestyles create a signiﬁcant variation
2,3]. Domestic energy demand has thus long been an object of
esearch for economists, engineers, and building scientists and in
he past quarter century there has been a growth in contributions
rom social scientists, including psychologists, sociologists, geog-
aphers and historians [4,5]. This paper explores the theoretical
nd methodological assumptions underpinning these diverse con-
ributions. In this paper we therefore argue that there is a lack of
ritical engagement with what is being investigated in domestic
nergy research, speciﬁcally the basic locus of analysis. Terms such
s ‘housing’, ‘household’, ‘home’, ‘house’, ‘domestic’ and ‘dwelling’
ppear to be used interchangeably. Whilst the meanings of, and
istinction between, these terms has received attention elsewhere,
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 01334 462894.
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hey have not been fully explored within the context of domestic
nergy scholarship.
The main contention of this paper is that notions of home are
nstinctively linked to more than the house, and such understand-
ngs may  be used to challenge the dominance of the mainstream
echno-economic approach which focuses on improving design,
echnologies, or other physical aspects of domestic buildings.
ccordingly, this paper brings insights from home scholarship: the
idely agreed difference between house and home and signiﬁcant
ocial aspects of home (e.g. comfort, identity, security, privacy)
o help progress domestic energy research. Energy demand is not
olely dependent on the design and physical features of a building;
ocial expectations and norms also shape everyday routines which
as energy implications [6]. We  recommend that energy research
ould beneﬁt from adopting the home (and all the baggage the
erm comes with) as the focus for investigation, highlighting an
ppreciation for the socio-technical nature of domestic energy
emand. The current techno-economic approach narrows strate-
ies for intervention, whereas consideration of demand as the
esult of socio-technical systems presents broader range of strate-
ies (e.g. targeting social conventions, meanings of comfort, fashion
nd clothing).
The paper begins by exploring the dominant approach to
omestic energy research, that which prioritises the ‘house’
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1 ASHRAE (American Society for Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Condition Engi-
neers) and ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation) are both examples
of  organisations setting ‘standards for thermal environmental conditions for human
occupancy’ [101] which are becoming increasingly recognised and adopted inter-
nationally (Nicol and Humphreys [102]).
2 There is also a signiﬁcant body of work on the notion of dwelling, which is
in  many ways complimentary to developments in literature on the home. For
instance, philosopher Martin Heidegger’s (1971) seminal article ‘Building, Dwelling,
Thinking’ has sparked similar debates to the difference between home and house
(e.g. critiquing conﬂation of terms, considering circular relation, critiqued by femi-
nists, debates about home-making), but instead emphasises the distinction betweenK. Ellsworth-Krebs et al. / Energy Res
evealing its theoretical and methodological assumptions. Sec-
ion 3 moves on to explore the literatures related to the ‘home’,
ighlighting and connecting key themes back to domestic energy
esearch. Section 4 presents our novel conceptual framework
emonstrating the implications of energy research which differ-
ntly awards ‘home’ or ‘house’ ontological priority. Finally, we offer
ome possible directions for future research and policy recom-
endations as a result of adopting the home as the key locus of
nalysis.
. Scholarship on the ‘house’ and energy
Domestic energy researchers are guilty of using house, home,
ousing, dwelling, and household interchangeably. In this sec-
ion we use the term ‘house’ to signify a particular, dominant,
ay of approaching the topic of energy demand and suggest this
eﬂects certain assumptions. We  highlight these assumptions and
emonstrate the implication of these in terms of methodologi-
al approaches, how householders are perceived, how ‘success’ is
easured and intervention strategies.
A house is the physical building where people live (including
ats/apartments in this sense), so research is concerned with mate-
ial aspects, such as construction, energy supply, heating or cooling
ystem, and appliances. Accordingly, studies of the house have been
ndertaken mainly by building scientists, engineers and architects
7] who typically employ quantitative and applied methods (e.g.
arge quantitative surveys, modelling and statistics). For exam-
le, modelling designs to improve efﬁciency or estimating energy
emand based on building features and the local climate [8–10].
These contributions are important to regulation and develop-
ent of policy instruments [11], making buildings, heating/cooling
ystems and appliances more efﬁcient as well as reducing carbon
missions and inefﬁciencies in the supply system. Indeed, exam-
les of improvements in energy efﬁciency are proliﬁc. According
o modelling of national energy consumption in the UK by Palmer
nd Cooper [12], the mean average energy use per home fell from
3,900 to 16,700 kWh  between 1970 and 2011. Yet, what energy
s used for has changed dramatically in the past 40 years with
he heating of more rooms to higher temperatures, as well as
n increase in the number and use of appliances. Further, devel-
pments in economics, law, public policy, business and urban
lanning have contributed to the development of mechanisms for
he delivery and uptake of building improvements [5]. Again, this
esearch is generally underpinned by quantitative methods, such
s large-scale surveys and analysis of secondary data sets although
ualitative post-occupancy evaluation is also used [13], albeit mod-
stly.
By focusing on only physical elements, studies of the house
re, at best, reliant on unsophisticated understandings of the role
f occupants, and, at worst, assume that building users are pas-
ive. Typically, householders are recognised as contributing to the
erformance gap, but addressing this variance is seen as the respon-
ibility of other disciplines [14]. In part, this may  be explained
ecause positivist methodologies may  struggle to make sense of
r account for these complexities. Evidence of householders being
erceived as passive is derived from the expectation that house-
olders ought to use the house as ‘intended’ or designed to be
sed [8]. If modelled demand does not match actual performance
he response is to adapt design rather than engage householders.
or instance, there is considerable literature on the importance of
esigning an appropriate level of control, on making sure interfaces
re user-friendly, and in determining what level of control makes
ccupants most tolerant of their indoor climate [15,16]. Indeed,
he intention of building performance models is to give a measure
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f energy efﬁciency which is independent from the inﬂuence of
ccupants’ behaviours [8].
Building standards suggest that several criteria are needed in
ombination to achieve a comfortable indoor environment: air and
adiant temperature, humidity, air movement, individual cloth-
ng and level of activity all play a part (e.g. ASHRAE and ISO
tandards1). Furthermore, there is a dominant focus on thermal
omfort and temperature in particular; with comfort becoming
ommonly deﬁned according to Fanger’s [17] “comfort equation”
hich suggested that 21 ◦C is the optimal temperature for thermal
omfort. While Fanger [17] clearly understood comfort as the result
f complex interaction between multiple criteria, his work helped
ead to the perception and acceptance of comfort as a deﬁnable
ondition and establishment of universal standards for the indoor
nvironment [6].
By considering building users as passive and occupant satis-
action as a clearly deﬁned standard, it follows that the strategy
or intervention (for affordable, secure and low-carbon domestic
nergy) would be to target the house and pursue mechanical solu-
ions. As Chappells and Shove argue “if comfort is thought of as a
eﬁnable condition, the aim is to design indoor environments that
eliver it” [78](11, emphasis added). Thus, studies of the house
im to make houses and energy provision more efﬁcient. Part of
his includes research on policy mechanisms or how to encourage
ptake of insulation or micro-generation technologies but the tar-
et of intervention is still the house and ‘house researchers’ are
ot concerned with understanding how people use energy or what
nergy is for [18–20].
This section has set out the dominant approach to domestic
nergy research, and the implications of theoretical and method-
logical assumptions of positivist lines of enquiry that are focused
n physical drivers of energy demand. These methodologies are
ndoubtedly valuable, for instance in modelling and evaluating
olicy instruments depending on technical, economic and regula-
ory factors [11,21,22]. Furthermore, in modelling, designing, and
ssessing new technologies and more efﬁcient buildings these con-
ributions from building scientists, engineers and architects are
ssential. However, a performance gap between modelled build-
ng performance and actual energy demand is widely recognised
8,23,24] and this approach is not suited to incorporating the
omplexity of social drivers of demand, for instance issues of
ebound or increasingly energy-intensive expectations for indoor
nvironments. Therefore, we are concerned with ﬁnding a locus of
nvestigation that captures the complexity of interaction between
oth physical and social drivers of domestic energy demand,
nd turn to literature on the home to inform this conceptual
evelopment.2welling and building. However, there is much debate surrounding deﬁnitions of
ousing, household, domestic, home, house and dwelling, and we do not aim to
rovide an exhaustive review of this multitude of concepts; hence why we  focus
nly on the terms ‘house’ and ‘home’ as a framework to explore trends in domestic
nergy research.
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. Why  the home matters
Researchers have increasingly recognised that there is more to
ousing than the material house and attention has shifted to the
oncept of home. Yet this transition remains implicit in domestic
nergy research, which we seek to redress.
.1. Home literatures
The subject of home constitutes a considerable body of inter-
isciplinary academic work with contributions from researchers
n architecture, geography, sociology, social-psychology, anthro-
ology, history, philosophy, law, and housing studies. This section
rovides a brief discussion of key themes and debates related to
ome (for more comprehensive reviews of this work see Blunt
nd Dowling’s [35] seminal book Home and Mallett [25]) to ori-
nt our audience. Brieﬂy, Brickell [26] suggests that research on
he home comprises three distinct periods. In the 1970s and 1980s,
he home was presented as a place of privacy, security, control,
ndependence and belonging in response to an increasingly alien-
ting world. In reaction to this portrayal of ‘home-as-haven’ was a
eriod of critique in the 1990s, particularly attacking the binaries
e.g. inside/outside, male/female, work/home, public/private and
afe/unsafe) that had supported these optimistic notions of home.
inally, since the early 2000s research has stressed the ambiguity
nd multitude of co-existing meanings of home [26]. While this
s an oversimpliﬁcation of an immense and exponentially grow-
ng area of research Brickell’s account can nonetheless be usefully
nterpreted as demonstrating two key elements of home research
hich are related to (1) the ‘home-as-ideal’ and (2) an agreement
n the difference between house and home.
Firstly, positive connotations attached to home, as well as cri-
ique of this assumption, remain an underlying and important
rea of discussion [27–31]. Indeed, Rybczynski’s [50] book Home:
 short history of an idea, responsible for bringing the home to a
uch wider disciplinary audience, inextricably links comfort and
ome. Many studies problematise these understandings of ideal.
or instance, linking home to something intangible; a nostalgic
onging of a childhood home or pursuit of a future fantasy [32]. Oth-
rs argue that the ideal home is often conﬂated with the nuclear
amily, excluding other household organisations as well as gay men
nd lesbians from common notions of home [28]. Furthermore,
y regarding home as an ideal, Imrie [30] argues that planning
nd designing overlooks illness, impairment and disease as part of
omestic living, resulting in homes that are places of exclusion and
ntrapment for some (e.g. the front step makes accessibility hard
or wheelchair users, sometimes to the point of not being able to
eave without assistance). Such studies indicate that representing
he home as a positive concept may  in fact exclude certain groups
r ideas which are connected to home.
However, whilst assuming the home is positive, and that “home
hould offer to the individual rest, peace, quiet, comfort, health
nd that degree of personal expression” (Gilman, 1903, reprinted
n 2002 [27: 3]); Gilman argues for criticism and questioning of
he home as a way of improving and protecting it as an ideal.
oreover, several researchers [28,30,33,34] recommend that con-
truction of ‘home-as-ideal’ is the result of the majority of research
eing relatively abstract; whereas, more empirical studies reveal
he meaning and experience of home to be much more variable.
et, considering the multiple dimensions of home, the notion of
he ‘home-as-ideal’ is likely to continue to be a fundamental, and
ven instinctive, aspect of colloquial understandings (e.g. as an
deal future form that can be pursued, a present space of comfort or
ecurity, or as an idealised past perception of a childhood home).
h
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Secondly, while there is a move away from strict deﬁnitions of
ome, there is wide agreement of the distinction between house
nd home as a starting point for further exploration and devel-
pment [35,36]. Home is more than physical/material objects or
rtefacts; it is connected to emotions and relationships, as well as
ocial and cultural expectations [25]. By contrast, the house is just
hysical; it’s the ‘brick and mortar’ [36]. House and home stand
n circular relation; interaction with physical elements, such as
uilding, decorating, and ‘home-making’ are integral to attaining
 sense of home [28,32,37], however, at times the house can be
hat is most important to feeling at home; as Parsell’s [31] discuss-
ons with homeless people in Australia would suggest. One can live
n a house and yet not feel ‘at home’, consider transitory accom-
odation such as prison, boarding school, hospital, and university
35]. Thus, “home is a series of feelings and attachments, some of
hich, some of the time, and in some places, become connected to
 physical structure that provides shelter” ([35]: 10).
There are also temporal dimensions to home, it is not static and
ay  be actively created/achieved (e.g. cooking is often connected
o a sense of homeliness); it likely changes throughout an individ-
al’s life in relation to both physical (e.g. moving out of the parental
ome) and social (e.g. domestic violence, living with friends or
trangers, marriage) circumstances. Importantly, work has consid-
red at what point a house becomes a home: highlighting the utility
f more attention to processes of home-making, often related to
mmigrants and refugees [38–40], and understanding how control,
rivacy, and ownership relate to belonging and feeling ‘at home’
30]. There is clearly much to consider from such scholarship and
he extent to which these ideas are incorporated into domestic
nergy research, as we now discuss.
.2. The importance of home in relation to domestic energy
esearch
This section unpacks and explores an alternative approach, dis-
inct from the ‘house’ framework, to research domestic energy
hich aims to capture the relationship between both social
nd physical elements of energy demand. The term ‘home’ is
mployed to recognise greater complexity and socio-technical lines
f enquiry.
As discussed in the preceding section, there is recognition that
ome is both a social and physical unit [35,41]. As a result domestic
nergy research which awards the ontological priority to home is
oncerned with material and social elements of domestic energy
nd the extent to which these are co-constructive. Sociologists,
nthropologists, social-psychologists, geographers, designers and
istorians have all contributed to understanding of the home in
ultifaceted ways, often exploring how routines and everyday
ctivities shape domestic demand [42,43], how occupant activities
xplain the performance gap [24,44] and how to shift unsustainable
ifestyles [45]. Largely a range of qualitative (e.g. ethnographies,
nterviews, focus groups, participant observation, content analysis)
nd quantitative methods (e.g. modelling and large scale surveys)
re employed to address these socio-technical topics.
In such scholarship, building users take on an active role. House-
olders are integral to the management of their home; their
outines and expectations shape and create demand [6,46,47].
veryday activities are not simply structured in order to uses appli-
nces or building features as they are designed, how the home is
anaged is the result of complex social conventions. Householders
re viewed as actively reproducing and transforming the norms of
ow the building and technologies in the home are used [48].
Research on the home does not take occupant satisfaction or
omfort to be universally deﬁnable or measurable. Comfort is a
omplex and contested concept (for an in-depth review see [6]).
K. Ellsworth-Krebs et al. / Energy Research & Social Science 6 (2015) 100–108 103
Table  1
Examples of domestic energy scholarship and swapping of key terms.
Source Type of publication Quote, emphasis added
Palmer and Cooper [103] (11) UK Department of Energy and Climate
Change, Energy Fact File
Carbon dioxide emissions from housing have fallen since 1990, even
including the cold winter of 2010. This was despite increases in the
number of homes and changing expectations about energy use in the
home. [. . .] Rising costs for electricity hit poorer households with
electric heating the hardest
Thormark [104] Building and Environment, article The indoor temperature in the dwelling has a minimum of 20 ◦C. [. . .]
With the deﬁnition that a low energy house uses less than 70 kWh/m2
Kavgic et al. [105] (1685, 1696) Building and Environment, article Building physics based modelling techniques generally include the
consideration of a sample of houses representative of the national
housing stock [. . .] Speciﬁcally this reﬂects our lack of knowledge of
how different people consume energy in their homes,  how they use
domestic technologies, and how they react to changes in the dwelling
as a result of energy performance measures
Rudge [106] Energy Policy, article It was found that in 20% of English homes the overall dwelling
temperature, represented by a spot reading in the hall, fell below 12 ◦C
indoors when the outside temperature was 0 ◦C. It appeared that the
long held reputation abroad for English houses as draughty was still
deserved
Lane and Gorman-Murray [107] (1, 3) Material Geographies of Household
Sustainability, book
It also entails many assumptions about the ‘normal’ practices of
mundane domestic life and the motivations of householders for their
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ohe dictionary deﬁnition is a state of physical and material well-
eing or satisfaction of bodily needs; and there is often recognition
hat comfort can be both mental and physical satisfaction [49].
urthermore, comfort is often deﬁned and better understood as
 condition in which discomfort has been avoided [50]. Under-
tanding comfort as a social construct raises a concern that “in
etermining what people ‘need’, the science of comfort has allowed
esigners to produce buildings and systems that meet and at the
ame time create expectations of comfort” ([6]: 34). Indeed, the
ncrease in mechanical solutions often means that expectations of
omfort are becoming increasingly energy demanding [51]. In rela-
ion to literature on the home, comfort is understood as a social
henomenon that varies historically and spatially [52] and much of
his literature [53,54] advances adaptive strategies and how house-
olders make themselves comfortable as an alternative discourse to
hermal standards. The value of further research to ﬁnd other ways
f conceptualising comfort (e.g. including physical and psycholog-
cal aspects) becomes readily apparent because it challenges the
ominant perception of the ‘comfort zone’ and mechanical solu-
ions which have led to more energy-intensive social practices
orld-wide.
By considering householders as active in shaping energy
emand and comfort as contested, the range of intervention strate-
ies increases because they are not just about targeting the physical
spects of a house. Instead of just trying to make the same process
ore efﬁcient or do ‘more with less,’ strategies to reduce domestic
nergy demand include challenging social conventions and tar-
eting unsustainable elements of activities. Modelling national
nergy and efﬁciency improvements is only part of the story, as
or instance, it says nothing about growth in the housing stock or
ow energy is used in homes. The trend towards smaller house-
olds, which Palmer and Cooper [12] and Wilson and Boehland
55] both suggest is a driver of a rise in domestic energy demand
n the UK and US, is an issue that is better understood in terms
f the home. Simply improving the energy efﬁciency of the house
erpetuates and encourages these sorts of trends because it sends
he message that these are reasonable standards of living to expect
56]. A small house built to moderate energy performance stan-
ards generally requires less energy than a large house built to
ery high standards [55] and hence targeting these social norms
nd expectations could make huge reductions in domestic energy
u
p
n
‘behaviour and decisions.[. . .] The locus of the household,  or the home,
and issues of environmental sustainability are both centrally
positioned in these broader demands
emand. Studies focusing on what energy is for try to ﬁnd other
ays to meet these expectations [57]; often highlighting historical
ctivities that reduce the need for mechanical heating or cooling
58] or encouraging reﬂection on moments of disruption as oppor-
unities for change [59]. In short, research on the home opens up
 huge potential for a greater understanding of what drives energy
emand.
. Towards a new conceptual framework for domestic
nergy research
With the aim of offering a clear foundation for domestic energy
esearch, the proceeding section introduces a conceptual frame-
ork to more systematically compare the ‘house’ and ‘home’
pproaches. As highlighted earlier, the necessity for such an onto-
ogical ‘tidy-up’ stems from the relaxed way  in which literature
dopts and uses important terms. As can be seen in Table 1, the lit-
rature is confused and confusing, with some literature often using
he same word differently, or using different words to mean the
ame thing.
Our framework, and this paper, seeks to challenge such prob-
ematic linguistics and attempts to clarify the different locus’ of
omestic energy research.
.1. Introducing a framework comparing house and home
It is clear that the literature can be characterised as award-
ng ontological priority to either ‘house’ or ‘home’. To understand
he consequences of this difference in the context of domestic
nergy and how it is researched we introduce Fig. 1. This ﬁgure
ontains four axes which we have selected because they helpfully
emarcate ‘house’ from ‘home’ in the context of domestic energy
esearch. The ﬁrst of these is the research approach. Starting with
his is critical because it signals the theoretical and methodologi-
al assumptions of the researcher. In the interest of addressing
he call for deeper examination of humans in energy systems [5]
ur second axis compares the role of building users, on a contin-
um of passive to active. We are also concerned with the resulting
olicy recommendations or intervention strategies, social or tech-
ical, hence this also forms an axis. The ﬁnal axis is related to how
success’ is measured in relation to building occupants; in other
104 K. Ellsworth-Krebs et al. / Energy Research
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fFig. 1. Comparing house and home in domestic energy research.
ords, whether occupant satisfaction is deﬁnable (e.g. comfort
one 18–21 ◦C) or recognised as complex (e.g. homeliness). Against
hese four axes we position two lines, one for ‘house’ and the other
home’ to demonstrate where we feel these bodies of scholarship
ontribute.
Mapping of ‘house’ and ‘home’ onto these four axes is sup-
orted by our discussions in the preceding sections. Of course,
here are inevitably debates over labelling, and precise locations
f the ‘house’ and ‘home’ lines on these axes are open to chal-
enge; but what we have done is to begin to systematically unpack
he different research agendas that emerge from focusing on the
ouse or the home. It is important to make clear that while the
xes represent continuums, the intention is not to set up binaries,
nstead Fig. 1 demonstrates that both ‘house’ and ‘home’ straddle
ifferent perspectives in domestic energy research. The primary
urpose of this conceptual approach is thus as an heuristic device
o explore the implications of a techno-economic dominance that
ncouraged focus on the house in domestic energy research and
o demonstrate the importance of the home as a distinct locus
f analysis; unpacking ways in which the two are similar and/or
ontradictory.
.2. Research approach
A great deal can be understood from locating domestic energy
esearch on a continuum of positivist to interpretivist because
t helps distinguish disciplinary backgrounds and methodologi-
al approaches. The term positivist refers to a philosophy of
cience which maintains that natural science methods (e.g. hypoth-
sis testing, experimental controls, falsiﬁability) are preferable for
xplaining social phenomena [60,61]. Whereas, the interpretivist
pproach maintains that the methods of natural science are not
dequate to study the social world because social phenomena are
undamentally distinct from the physical reality studied by natural
cientists [61]. Interpretivists stress that human experiences and
xplanations are subjective, requiring a different set of methods to
nterpret and make sense of this complexity, accordingly, reality
s subjective, interpreted social action [62]. Like many other ﬁelds
f research, domestic energy scholarship has a history of output
nd funding coming initially, and largely, from positivist, science,
w
o
t
e & Social Science 6 (2015) 100–108
ngineering, technology and mathematic backgrounds [63] which
n part explains the dominance of this approach.
Several authors [4,5,7,64] characterise energy research, broadly
eﬁned, as adopting techno-economic thinking (e.g. rational choice
heory or relying on modelling), which has remained based on
he core theoretical assumptions of engineering and economics
ince the 1970s. There are increasing contributions from social sci-
ntists, but these remain relatively small. For instance, Sovacool
5] reviewed publications in three top energy journals (including
nergy Policy)  between 1993 and 2013 and found that only around
 ﬁfth of researchers reported training in social-sciences (primarily
usiness, public policy and law) and that only 12.6% of articles used
ualitative methods, with the majority favouring quantitative tools
r relying entirely on secondary literature. While there is an afﬁr-
ation for the value of interpretivist contributions (see the new
ournal Energy Research and Social Science or Building Research and
nformation’s Special Issue on ‘Challenges and Future Directions for
esearch on Energy and Buildings’) Schweber and Leiringer [4: 490]
uggest that understanding of social elements is relatively narrowly
ocused on “discrete technical innovation and atomised individual
sers.”
These sorts of assertions underpin the arguments of many
ocial scientists who  suggest that current research frameworks of
nergy are too simplistic, and give little attention to important
ocial and historical elements that shape demand [5,64,65]. While
odelling can be made more accurate by including information
bout the way  householders live in their home [66], the dominant
pproach, which relies on technical calculations based on physi-
al features of the home and climate, struggles to address these
omplexities. Understanding these variations may be enhanced by
ontributions from researchers outside the dominant (positivist)
echno-economic approach because they pursue a more holistic
onceptualisations of domestic energy and offer alternative per-
pectives which highlight new lines of enquiry and gaps in current
pproaches.
.3. Building user
How building users are perceived also appeared to be an impor-
ant point of divergence in the domestic energy literature [67,68].
ssentially, questions about accessibility, rebound or details of
onsumption are regarded by building scientists and engineers
s someone else’s problem [3] and has essentially been dele-
ated to other disciplines. Thus householders are represented as
assive and explaining a performance gap as a failure in design
16,46] and householders are not included in calculations of build-
ng performance [8]. However, common amongst domestic energy
cholarship is a recognition that a major gap exists between mod-
lled or designed building performance and the actual energy
emand from a home [8,23,24].
This performance gap is well-documented and has been
xplained by the rebound and prebound effect [44]. For instance,
n colder climates, inhabitants generally adjust their standards
o the efﬁciency of the building, accepting lower temperatures
n inefﬁcient homes and getting used to higher temperatures in
fﬁcient ones [44]. In general then, technical calculations overesti-
ate the energy savings from new builds or energy improvements
rebound) and also overestimate the energy demand in older
nergy-inefﬁcient homes (prebound) [44]. Furthermore, in studies
y Gill et al. [2] and Gram-Hanssen [69] householders have been
ound to use two  or three times more energy than their neighbour,
hile living in the exact same type of home with the same number
f occupants. So there is also scholarship supporting and stressing
he importance of householders as active and central to shaping
nergy demand [67,70,71].
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Yet the perception of whether the building user is active or
assive has implications for researchers recommendations for
ntervention, if householders are perceived as passive than strate-
ies to reduce energy demand inherently turn to the building,
gnoring social avenues of engagement.
.4. Intervention strategy
Distinguishing between different strategies of intervention can
sefully be represented by a continuum of social to technical. The
ar end of social interventions would include social-psychology
r economics-informed behaviour change campaigns [45,72,73],
hereas the technical end is more concerned with innovative
echnologies and designs such as renewable micro-generation or
ow-carbon house designs [74,75]. Closer to the middle of the
ocial–technical continuum are strategies that to some extent com-
ine social and technical considerations, such as post-occupancy
valuation which tries to incorporate householders experience
o improve design [13,76] or considering how expectations of
ndoor climate co-evolve with changes to the material features of
ur homes [6,52]. For instance, the Japanese government reduced
nergy by not cooling ofﬁce buildings below 28 ◦C in the summer, in
esponse employees were able to remain comfortable and produc-
ive by adapting and wearing lighter-weight business attire [77].
his example is not about a change in technology or the indoor envi-
onment alone but is also accompanied (and dependent on) social
hanges that made working in warmer conditions more accepted or
olerable. Similarly in a domestic context, an increased acceptance
n variability of temperature, daily and seasonally, may  encour-
ge activities and expectations that are less energy demanding; for
nstance, turning off central heating from April to May, working
rom home in a sleeping bag instead of having heating on during
he day, or taking mental comfort from saving energy or being self-
ufﬁcient. By targeting the building in energy policies, the potential
f altering cultural norms and ways of doing everyday activities
s underestimated and may  in fact justify and perpetuate increas-
ngly energy-demanding expectations (e.g. narrow ‘comfort zone’
emperature: 18–21 ◦C).
The sort of intervention strategy that is encouraged by
esearchers is also linked to the goal of these strategies; more
echnical intervention assumes that occupant satisfaction is more
r less deﬁnable in terms of being able to sufﬁciently control the
ndoor environment.
.5. Occupant satisfaction
The ﬁnal axis of comparison is related to how success is gauged.
n domestic energy research, there is general acceptance that build-
ng performance is not only about energy but occupant satisfaction
s well (e.g. reducing energy demand is not meant to come at the
xpense of being too cold). On one end success is (relatively) deﬁn-
ble due to there being measurable targets (e.g. temperature, air
uality, lighting, noise levels) [17]. On the other end, there is not
 universally perceived goal; comfort is socially constructed and
aries temporally and spatially meaning there are a wider range of
otential goals (which are not the result of modelling or equations)
42,78]. A focus on the house has skewed debates away from bring-
ng questions of demand into view. Since there is no such thing as
n unlimited energy supply, more fundamental questions need to
e asked about how much energy is enough and what establishing
ays of living which require much less energy than we  use today
ay  really mean [79].
Comfort in the home cannot be narrowly deﬁned; a point that is
elf-evident when one reﬂects on their own annual adaptations of
hifting clothing, consumption of hot/cold food and beverages, and
d
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eating/cooling practices as seasons change. Yet our preoccupation
ith the house has made comfort a commodity [54], a perspective
hich (largely) ignores the interrelationships between meanings,
aterials and competencies of domestic energy demand. Overlook-
ng this complexity has led to unintended consequences, partially
xplaining the performance gap and rebound.
To summarise, it is clear that there is undoubtedly overlap
etween ‘house research’ and ‘home research’. Both acknowledge
hat householders inﬂuence domestic energy [14,23,66,80], yet
hose which prioritise ‘house’ generally do not go further than this
nd focus on material and mechanical solutions (e.g. designing a
ore efﬁcient boiler or how to construct a tighter building fab-
ic). Both approaches use a mix  of quantitative methodologies, with
home researchers’ employing large quantitative surveys to track
hanging social phenomenon (e.g. household size and characteris-
ics). However ‘house research’ broadly is concerned primarily with
he physical building; supported by a more positivist approach,
hich pursues deﬁnable and easily measured criteria in order to
esign technical interventions and regarding the building user
s relatively passive. Hence, the ‘house’ is skewed more to the
ight side of Fig. 1, whereas the ‘home’ approach favours the left
ide arguably to compensate for the positivist techno-economic
ominance. The ‘home research’ broadly considers both social and
hysical aspects of demand and may  stress the importance of social
ntervention strategies and building users as active because it is
verlooked in the mainstream house approach. An interpretivist
pproach, which tends towards evaluating occupant satisfaction
s complex and contextual, is more theoretically and methodolog-
cally suited to this line of enquiry.
Fig. 1 is an heuristic device to explore the theoretical and meth-
dological assumptions of investigating the ‘house’ compared to
he ‘home’, ultimately the distinction between the two hinges on
hether a domestic energy researcher considers both social and
hysical aspects of demand. Importantly, and to re-iterate, our dis-
inction is not made to declare one approach unnecessary; studies
f the house (e.g. improvements in efﬁciency and design) are an
mportant part of delivering high quality, affordable, and sustain-
ble homes but this approach is not sufﬁcient on its own [81].
ather than focusing on improving the house the real challenge
s to pursue understandings of domestic energy which combine
oth physical and social factors. In order to do this, a new research
genda is needed. The next section offers recommendations that
learly take home as the focus of analysis in domestic energy
esearch.
. Research agenda
After a preoccupation with the house and its physical compo-
ents, and recognising that more attention is needed for social
spects (and the interaction between the two), we  now offer three
ossible directions for future investigation which emerge from con-
ideration of the axes in Fig. 1 – some of which are areas we are
eveloping in our ongoing research on domestic energy.
.1. Research approach and methodologies
Returning to our ﬁrst axis on research approach, the dominance
f the positivist ‘house’ approach means that there is an impor-
ant opportunity for the development of innovative methodologies
o capture both social and physical elements of domestic energy
emand. For instance, in order to improve understanding of how
ccupants are inﬂuenced, and inﬂuence the physical make-up of
heir homes, data collection would beneﬁt from taking place at par-
icipant’s homes. House tours are not a new idea but there has been
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ittle to no methodological reﬂection on employing this method
or energy research (see Carpiano [82] on walking tours and Pink
83] on visual ethnographies for some related concepts). There are
ther methods which contribute to a more holistic understanding
f home energy (e.g. life graphs, drawing ideal ﬂoor plan, talk-
ng about daily life instead of values) [51,84–86] or utilise other
ata sources that may  offer insights into cultural conventions and
ow these are physically manifested (e.g. online discussions about
eating and adaptation, customer review of products, Home Décor
agazines) [42,87]. There are undoubtedly further areas of poten-
ial investigation, however the approach presented here suggests
hat the home is deserving of further research and development of
ethods appropriate to the task of studying home energy.
.2. Perception of building users
The second axis highlights an opportunity to reﬂect on how
uilding users are perceived and researched in the context of
omestic energy. In particular, we suggest that a more robust
nvestigation of building users would include consideration of the
nteraction between householders which has been overlooked by
he dominance of house research. Primarily when households are
esearched, one member of the household acts as a representa-
ive. Yet it should not be a surprise to the readers of this paper
o recognise that management of the home is generally the result
f negotiation and compromise between household members (e.g.
ifferent preferences, ways of doing, and household hierarchy).
hile the suggestion that researchers need to pay more atten-
ion to processes of compromise and negotiation in order to gain a
uller understanding of how the household operates is nothing new
88,89] there is very little methodological reﬂection even within
ocus group and family studies to inform this sort of data collection
90,91]. Understanding these household dynamics is important to
omestic energy research because it relates to how decisions that
re of concern to energy researchers are agreed and carried out (e.g.
hen to turn the heating on or up, setting thermostats, or buying
icro-generation technologies).
.3. Intervention strategies and occupant satisfaction
We  combine our ﬁnal two axes because intervention strategies
argely depend on how success is understood and gaged. If occu-
ant satisfaction is not perceived to be universal or broken down
nto quantiﬁable segments, intervention strategies are unable to
emain focused on the house and have to consider the implica-
ions of more complex understandings of occupant satisfaction or
omfort. Research on home energy contributes to a growing body
f literature that analyses energy consumption in the context of
aily life and changing expectations in relation to different stan-
ards of living. Part of this is developing a greater understanding
f comfort in terms of teasing out social expectations and adap-
ive strategies. While there is academic literature that explores
ow understandings of comfort have evolved and offers comfort
s an explanatory variable for increasing energy consumption (e.g.
92]), we suggest that the idea of comfort would beneﬁt from
ore empirical exploration (e.g. its meaning/experience to differ-
nt groups and in different contexts/cultures). Empirical studies on
ome, home-making and comfort may  be illuminating for develop-
ng energy reduction interventions because they offer insight into
hat shapes everyday practices and expectations which impact
omestic energy demand. For example, there may  be changing
erceptions of comfort as new technologies become available and
ore common: more exposure to under-ﬂoor heating may  lead
ome householders to move away from radiators which are com-
on  in the UK because warm feet are very important to their
[
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omfort and feeling ‘at home’. These sorts of changes in com-
ort tastes have implications for the physical infrastructure of our
omes, the indoor climate and also perceptions of homeliness and
xpectations of comfort. This type of shift has much less to do with
fﬁciency or temperature of the room but the interaction between
 speciﬁc technology and shifting comfort conventions. A better
rasp on what comfort means to different groups and in different
ontexts is needed in order to track, explain and target escalating
xpectations [51,93] and develop effective intervention strategies.
. Conclusions
This paper sought to offer a clearer foundation for the locus
f domestic energy research. It is the contention of this paper
hat current failures in reduction of domestic energy is indicative
f a research and policy focus on improving energy efﬁciency in
he house, which does not support a full understanding of what
rives energy demand. Despite several decades of a dominance of
esearch on the house, these methods have failed to adequately
xplain variation across populations and reduce energy demand,
aking the utility of studying the interaction between social and
hysical elements of the home increasingly apparent. Although
any research studies have argued that techno-economic think-
ng dominates energy scholarship, we argue this has, in part, arisen
ecause of a lack of clarity about the difference between house
nd home. By exploring the ‘doing’ of domestic energy research,
e have demonstrated that the house and the home are distinct
nits of analysis attached to different research approaches and
ssumptions, different perceptions of householders and strategies
f intervention, as well as different understandings of occupant sat-
sfaction. We  have thus argued that the broader scholarship on the
ome brings interesting insights and discussions and may enable
thers to enhance understandings of domestic energy demand. For
nstance, an acknowledged difference between house and home,
he multidimensional meanings of home and home-as-ideal, may
e useful to pursue since these may  inﬂuence energy demand.
he depth of scholarship on the concept of home, as compared
o the house, is signiﬁcant for domestic energy because it helps
esearchers understand the complex social expectations (beyond
ontrol of temperature, air quality and lighting for instance) that
re attached to everyday activities and to what energy is used for.
herefore, we conclude that the home should be prioritised as the
asic locus of analysis in domestic energy research, or at the very
east the importance of home should not be ignored or underesti-
ated.
Many of the publications in Energy Research and Social Science,  to
ate, contribute broadly to this ‘home’ approach to energy research
ecause as Stern [94: 41] suggests this journal provides a space for
an integrated, trans-disciplinary science of human–energy inter-
ctions”. Indeed, the papers focused on domestic energy by Royston
87] and Wallenborn and Wilhite [65] already adopt ‘home’ as
heir focus exploring both social and physical elements of energy
emand. However, some contributors to the journal went arguably
oo far away from considering the ‘house’ and have forgotten to
onsider physical elements as well as social aspects which shape
emand so are not adopting a ‘home’ approach because they are
rimarily concerned with occupants and behaviour [95–97]. The
ajority of contributions are not necessarily focused on domes-
ic energy, but nonetheless similarly recognise that “good policy
equires deliberation of the social dimensions of energy systems”
98: 107]. Both Ryan et al. [99] and Hirsh and Jones [98] offer
xcellent examples of the contributions (and challenges) of social
cientists in energy research. Furthermore, Walker et al. [100: 1]
rovide an exemplar of how social scientists can offer new insights
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nd practical recommendations for topics generally addressed by
atural and building scientists (i.e. spread of air-conditioning).
Given an appreciation that more attention is needed for socio-
echnical aspects of domestic energy demand, this paper offers
ome possible directions for future research. Firstly, there is a
eed for greater understanding of comfort in terms of teasing out
ocial expectations and adaptive strategies, moving away from
eliance on a universal standards or research concerned with com-
ort in relation to productivity. Secondly, we suggest that there is a
eed for research on negotiation between household members as
he majority of energy research perceives households as homoge-
ous and overlooks interaction that is part of home management.
hirdly, and to achieve this, it will be necessary to develop method-
logies that can capture both physical and social aspects of daily
ife at home. It is clear that we need to home-in on domestic energy
esearch.
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